Dallas Rhinoplasty: Nasal Surgery by the Masters

A renowned rhinoplasty reference, this two-volume set presents the work of recognized pioneers in the field who provide comprehensive coverage of primary and secondary rhinoplasty.

From basic fundamentals and anatomy to the latest refinements and advances in technique, the book includes comprehensive case analyses to facilitate clinical decision making-supplying rhinoplasty surgeons with all the tools needed for achieving superb results.

Key Features:
- Presents the work of recognized pioneers in the field
- Provides comprehensive coverage of primary and secondary rhinoplasty
- Covers basic fundamentals and anatomy
- Presents the latest refinements and advances in technique for safer, more consistent results
- Includes new innovations for achieving a smooth dorsum, avoiding alar notching, and improving tip refinement
- Supplies comprehensive case analyses to facilitate clinical decision making
- Features 18 new chapters with numerous color images
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